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Previous formulas for the power spectra of random digital FM 
signals are generalized to include the possibility of periodically choos- 
ing random modulating signals. A large class of practical FM schemes 
are included in this model. To illustrate the utility of the general 
formulas we evaluate in detail two interesting special cases. In the 
first case the modulating random signals are white gaussian and in 
the second they are pulses occurring at random in a fixed interval T. 
The latter represents pulse position modulation by FM. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to indicate some generalizations of previ- 
ous work concerned with digital FM spectra. Since the power spectrum 
of an information bearing signal defines the distribution of power as a 
function of frequency it is of great practical as well as theoretical impor- 
tance. Nevertheless, pectra of frequency modulated signals have not 
been sufficiently explored. Progress has been inhibited primarily due to 
analytical difficulties involved in presenting a general useful formula 
applicable to a fairly general class of modulating signals. 
In this article we present a general solution for a broad class of modu- 
lation signals representable as sums of independently and identically 
distributed stochastic functions of nonintersecting support. As will be 
seen later many practical modulation schemes lend themselves to this 
representation. 
We use the definition of the power spectrum of a stochastic signal 
X(t) as given by Rice (1944), namely, 
G(f) = lim 2 ×~oo~C~(f)' f > 0 (1) 
where 
Gx ( f )  = E X(t) exp [-- i2~ft] dt , 
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where E{ • } denotes the ensemble average. The particular kind of random 
signal we are concerned with in this paper is representable as
X(t) = exp i ¢(t') dt' 0 <= t < oo (2) 
where 
~oo 
¢(t) = ~ s~(t -- nT). 
n=O 
Here { s~ (t), n = 0, 1, • • • , / is  a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed stochastic signals defined on the interval [0, T] and identically 
zero elsewhere. 
Previous results reported on by Bennett and Rice (1963) and Salz 
(1965) are special cases of our results since they do not admit such a 
generM representation f the modulating signals as indicated in Equation 
(2). Results are also available when a restricted class of modulating 
signals are allowed to overlap (Anderson and Salz, 1965). 
In the next section we sketch a brief derivation of our results and in- 
vestigate the condition for the occurrence of discrete spectral ines• In 
the last section we apply our general results to several interesting cases. 
I I .  DER IVAT ION OF RESULTS 
Let ~ = NT, N integral, in Eq. (1) and write 
~k=£--ls=N--l f(k+l)T f~ (s+l)T 
Gx(f) = E 
[. k=O s=O ~kT sT  
dh d& X(t~)X*(&) 
• exp [ i2~r f (&  - -  tl)]~ 
J 
where * denotes the complex conjugate. Furthermore, we observe that 
f(~+~r dtX(t) exp[ - - i2vf t ]  
dt exp [-- i27rft] exp i 
"~ tz T ~ --n T 
= exp [-- i2~-fkT] 
,Io 
s~(t') dt'] 
dt exp [-- i2~rft] m P~,~(t), 
where 
(3) 
(4) 
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i ft-(n-k)r P.,k (t) -- exp i 
L1, 
Therefore, we have that  
s~(t') dt'] 
s~(t') dt'],  
s~(t') dt ' l ,  
Gx (f)  = Ek~,~=o F~(f)F.*(f) exp [-- 2~r/fT(k - s)] 
• exp i b~ - 
L n=0 
where 
and 
Z 
t 
b.(t) = s~(t') dt', b~ -- b.( T) 
0<n<k 
n=k 
n>k.  
(5) 
b~ , 
n~O 
z 
T 
F~(f) = exp i (-- 2~ft q- bn(t) ) dr. 
At this point it is useful to define the following quantit ies: 
E{expiab~(t)} = C(a;  t), n = O, 1, 2, . . .  , (6) 
which is the characteristic function of bn(t) ; 
# F(f )  = E{F~ ( f)} = C(1; t) exp [ -  27rift] dt 
(7) 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ;  
Fb*(f) = E{F,*(f)  exp ibm} 
ff (8) 
= dt exp [i2~rft]E{exp i[b~(T) -- bn(t)]}; 
and 
foVo P(f )  = E{ I F~(f) i 2} = dh dt2 exp 2~if(h -- t2) (9) 
• E{exp i[bn(t2) -- b~(tl)]}. 
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The above averages do not depend on the index n since by hypothesis 
the stochastic signals s~(t), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  , are identically distributed. 
Using this fact and the fact that the component signals are independent 
it is possible, after some manipulations, to write down the power spec- 
trum in terms of the quantities defined above: 
G(f) 2 = ~ [P( f )  + 2Re {F(f)Fb*(f) exp [-- 2~r/fT](1 + A(f) 
(lO) 
• exp 27rifT)}] 
where 
s~N--3 k=N--I 
A(f) = lira 1 ~ ~ Ck-"-'(1; T) exp [--2~riTf(k -- s)]. (11) 
N~oo N s=0 k=~+2 
This limit can readily be evaluated. However, care must be exercised 
when ] C(1, T)[ = 1 since then the series does not converge in the ordi- 
nary sense and can only be interpreted as a distribution limit• 
I t  is shown in (Salz, 1965) that 
C(1, T) 
exp [-- 4~-iTf] 1 -- C(1, T) exp [-- 2~riTJ~' 
I t ( l ,  T) 1 < 1 
h ( f )  = (12) ] exp [ -  27riTf] cot ~ -- ~ + 7r ~(V -- 2~rn) , 
I C(1, T) [ = 1 
where ~, = 2zfT - arg C(1, T) and 5(. ) is the well known Dirae delta 
function. As may be seen from (12) discrete spectral lines appear when- 
ever the magnitude of the characteristic function takes on values on the 
unit circle. I t  is clear that if b~, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , are continuous random 
variables no discrete spectral ines can occur since ] C(~, T)I < 1, for 
# 0. But if b~, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  , are discrete random variables the 
possibility of line spectra occurring exists. For a characteristic function 
of a discrete random variable to take on values on the unit circle, it is 
necessary that the random variable defining this characteristic function 
take on values on a lattice (Loeve, 1955). That  is, 
b~ = 2~k+ a, n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . - ,  (13) 
where k is an integer and a is an arbitrary constant. 
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When the above conditions are satisfied, the characteristic function 
evaluated at a = 1 becomes exp (ia). Using (12) in (10) with the con- 
ditions stated in (13) we may write down our final results as 
/ exp [--2~rifT] 
P( f )  2Re [F(f)Fb*(f)  1 - C~,~T) ~- -2~r i fT ) - ] '  ÷ 
TG(f) I C(1, T) I < 1, (14a) 
2 
P(f )  -k I F ( f )  1~{2~ ~ 6(2~rfT -- a -- 2~n) -- 1}, 
(14b) 
I c(1, T) I = 1. 
In writing down (14b) we made use of the fact that when C(1, T) -- 
exp [ia], Fb* (f) = E* (f) exp [ia]. 
II. EXAMPLES 
In this section two applications of the preceding results will be made" 
We chose two simple examples which we hope will serve to illustrate the 
applicability of the general formulas. The first application derives the 
spectral density when the FLV[ function ~b(t') in Eq. (2) is white gaussian 
noise. 1Since for such a stochastic signal no correlation exists between 
values of a sample function at different imes, one may regard ~b(t t) as 
being composed of a sequence of truncated sample functions from a white 
gaussian process, with each truncated sample having duration T. Thus, 
the previous formalism is applicable to this particular analog situation. 
For the second example we use the general formulas to calculate the 
power spectrum of pulse position modulation (PPS([) by FM, that is, 
when s~(t) is a rectangular pulse of fixed duration r, whose leading edge 
is uniformly distributed over the interval 0 to T -- z. 
In evaluating the required averages for the gaussian oise modulation, 
we make use of the fact that if x is a zero mean gaussian random variable 
with variance 2, then E{ exp ix} = exp [-a2/2] where, again, E denotes 
expectation values. Thus, for example, one is required to calculate, ac- 
cording to Eq. (14) 
C(1, T ) -E  xp i  ~(t) d , (1~) 
1 The angle modulation process, i.e., the integral from 0 to t of ~(g), is a 
Wiener process. 
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f0 T where ~(t) is a sample function of white gaussian oise. Now, ¢(t)  dt 
is a zero mean gaussian random variable with variance 
/0 {f0T } var ~(t) dt = E ¢(t)C/(t') dt dt 
(16) 
fo'[ = No dt dt'~(t -- t') = NoT, 
where No is the double sided spectral density of ¢(t). Thus, 
C(1, T) = exp [--NOT~2]. (17) 
Equation (17) shows in particular that C(1, T) < 1, and thus no lines 
are expected in the power spectrum. In a similar manner one calculates 
F( f )  = exp [-- 2~rify -- Noy/2] dy; (18) 
Fb*(f)  = exp [27rify -- No(T  -- y)/2] dy; (19) 
P( f )  = exp [2rrif(y -- y') 
(20) 
- -  No ly  - y '  I/2] dy dy' .  
The integrals involved in Eqs. (18)-(20) are elementary; performing 
these integrMs and substituting into Eq. (14a) gives after a moderate 
amount of algebra 
where 
(21) a( f )  = 4 ~2 + ~2, 
a = No~2 
o~ = 2~f.  
The result (21) agrees with previous calculations of this spectrum 
(Middleton, 1960). 
We now calculate the spectrum for the second class of processes, 
namely, PPM-FM. In this application the basic pulse shape 8~(t) is a 
rectangle of height 2rrfd and duration r. We take as the random parameter 
the instant t~ that the pulse begins, and to insure that the complete 
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pulse is contained in the interval T, this variable must be constrained by 
0 < t~ < T -- r. Further, we take t~ to be uniformly distributed over the 
allowed interval. 
Perhaps the first item to be noted is that all the pulses have the same 
area A = 2rrfdr - oadr independent ofwhen they begin. Thus 
C(1, T) = exp [iA] (22) 
and since C( 1, T) now has modulus unity, lines are expected in the spec- 
tral density, and formula (14b) must be used. The spectrum now con- 
sists of a continuous part G~(f) and a discrete part G~(f), i.e., 
where 
G(f) = Gc(f) + Gd(f) (23) 
TGc(f) _ p ( f )  _ I F ( f ) t  2 (24) 
2 
TG~(f) 2 - 2~r IF(f)I=~P_, ~(27rfT -- A - 2~rn). (25) 
A surprising result can immediately be seen from Eq. (25). Although we 
have lines spaced at intervals of 1/T as might be expected from the 
nature of the process, they do not always occur at multiples of 1/T, but 
rather are shifted by an amountf~v/T (at least if F(n /T  + A/2~rT) ~ 0). 
We shall first concentrate on the continuous portion 
TG.(f)2 - E fo [exp -- ioJt] exp i sn(t') dr' dt 
- ' i (26) IEf0 [exp ioatlexp[i fo s~(t')dt']dt 
_= E l f l  =-  ]EII  =. 
An appreciable amount of algebraic labor can be saved if we first perform 
an integration by parts to obtain for the time integral 
I = exp i ( - -~oTq-A) - -  1 
+sf. /o' ] ,~ [exp -- io~t] dt exp i s.(t') dt' dt (27) 
= exp i ( - -wT-~n) - -  l _}_ l j  
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where 
E ; ] J = ~- [exp -- io~t] ~ exp i s,~(t') dt' dt. (28) 
Since the additive quant i ty  not involving J in Eq. (27) does not involve 
any random parameters (A being the same for all pulses) we have 
simply 
~2TGc(f) - E I J  I ~ - [E J  t 2. (29) 
2 
Now, performing the indicated differentiation, 
f t ~-br 
J = ~d exp [-i¢o~t~] exp i ( - -~  + ~d)t dt 
• J t n 
(30) 
_ 2cod exp i[(--co -J- o~a)r/2 -- (ot~] sin (--o~ -t- wd)r 
--o~ + o~e 2 
The final step is to perform the averages, which is done by dividing by 
(T  - ~-) and integrating t~ from 0 to (T  -- r) .  Thus, it follows that  
and 
_ .2  (31)  ~t . ]  I ~ 4~ (~ - ~)T  (~ _ co~) ~sm 2 
4ed2 "2 sin2 (e -- ~e)r sin 2 [e (T  -- r)/2] 
I E J  t 2 - (~ _ ed) 2 [e(T -- r)/212 
Finally, then, 
(32) 
2~ .2[ sin2y 1 Go(f) = 4-  ~d~- sm x 1 - -  (33) 
2T o~2x 2 y: ' 
~oer sin x sin y.l 2 
2 x y 
2~-T 
where 
z = (~ - ~d)T/2 
y = ~(T -  T)/2.  
In a similar manner we compute 
~(f )=~IF12  ~ 2~T 
2 1 [sin (x 
= 4 - T-- { • ~% + y) 
(34) 
(35) 
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The sum of expressions (33) and (35) then gives the required spectrum. 
One may check that our expressions reduce to the proper answer in the 
limit when the pulses are delta functions of area 2~, which corresponds 
to no modulation at all. 
l~,Iany more applications may be cited. Using elementary manipula- 
tions, the spectrum of pulse width modulation (PWM) by FFI  can also 
be deduced. An important application, but one that requires more labor, 
is frequently shift keying by FM. Here the random processes ~(t) are 
segments of sine waves whose frequencies are picked at random. 
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